With almost 1000 questions, including the end-of-chapter AP® problems, SaplingPlus’ **dynamic and targeted feedback** provides the student with real-time feedback based on their specific misconceptions or understanding, whether they get the answer correct or incorrect—making sure they get to the right answer for the right reason. SaplingPlus allows the teacher to fully customize how they assign and weigh the questions.

The **course dashboard** allows you to easily manage and navigate through your course with embedded links for both the student and teacher resources (don’t worry, students only see the student content), as well as the e-book, and online homework options. The left side toolbar allows for even quicker navigation.

84% of teachers say SaplingPlus helped their students improve their content knowledge.
Resources include FlipIt Videos. FlipIt is a class preparation system backed and proven to be effective by published research. It is the ideal tool for anybody looking for active learning or simply seeking a way to better prepare students for class.

The SaplingPlus e-book is fully accessible on all devices both online and offline, as well as on mobile. With intuitive navigation you can create bookmarks, take notes & highlights, and more. With Windows, Mac, iOS, Android, and Kindle apps, text can be read aloud. Study better!

An easy-to-use gradebook provides a clear window on performance for the whole class, for individual students, and individual assignments to help you give each student the support he or she needs.

LEARN MORE Register for an online demo: www.meetme.so/highschool

*AP® is a trademark registered by the College Board, which is not affiliated with, and does not endorse, this product.